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Linda Biser Behrens is an in-
trepid young woman,
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TODAY'S BIBLE VERSE

Strive not with la man without cause, if he have done thee mo harm,

Relieved Pressure

Proverbs cscl.

McGill Plant Report

ical News.
m-m During her college years at

the University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill, Linda spent one
summer in Philadelphia, Pa.,

| working for the American

| Frienis Service committee and
‘| another in Washington working

| for the Washington Star
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A soldier in Viet Nam addresseda ityEngineerW. Dicksonoo | A friend in need is a friend | David E, raham~ IN]

letter to Time Magazine, published in Pe K - ne T plant ti t | indeed ang Linda went beyond Jerry L. Lawson hit

the current issue, in which the soldier reek sewage disposal p ani continue 10 ye .call of duty on return from Mrs, Millard L. Metcalf wh
Shid o Cambodian incurson was show improvement in the plant's oper- the Washington stint with the | Mrs, Iva J. Roberts at

2 ation, following the “slug-out” that has Star to help us at the Herald Mrs. Harvey Thurman
rig

He pointed out that the capture of
large quantities of arms and food had
relieved the pressure considerably, with

the North Vietnamese and Viet Cong

now apparently very short of the “heavy
stuff”, 122-millimeter and mortar am-
munition.

He also estimated the captured
cache represented a nine-month supply

 

burdened the plant area with foul odors.

Any number of causes for the trou-
ble are available says Colonel Dickson,
but establishing the one is not easy.

He rates the plant now at two-
thirds or better efficiency with each five-
day test showing continuing improve-
ment.

Getting the plant restored to nor-

 

when we had sickness in the Her
ald family she had been up most
of the night catching an early
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Viewpoints of Other Editors
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WANTED: 'WE' PEOPLE
© FLEXIBILITY IN

ANTITRUST
IMAGEMAKER'S IMAGE

This is Public Relations Week.

ADMITTED
| Mrs. Frances M. Lohr
| Marshall G. Waldt
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